As Cisco PGW and ITP products
reach End-of-life and support
is withdrawn, operators can
confidently invest for the future
with Squire Technologies.

Squeezing more from IMS, NGN and Legacy Networks

the signalling specialists to the telecoms industry
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Whitepaper

Successfully Migrating from End-of-life
Cisco ITP and PGW products
www.squire-technologies.co.uk

Replacing End-of-life Cisco PGW and ITP products

As network managers are faced with replacing end-of-life Cisco
PGW 2200 and ITP products following the recent withdrawal of
Cisco support they must balance the need to retain existing clients
and revenue streams whilst offering new services and navigating
opportunities presented by evolving technologies.

Squire Technologies SVI-STP and SVI-MGC(F) products are
fully supported replacement alternatives to the Cisco range
with a committed long term roadmap. Squire Technologies are
also working with their clients to future proof their solutions
with integrated Diameter solutions (SVI-DSC) and a Telephony
Application Server (SVI-TAS), enabling clients to develop and roll
out new services across NGN, IMS and Legacy networks.
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Replacing End-of-life Cisco PGW and ITP products

Here we take the strain presented by end-of-life for key network
infrastructure, and we’ve reaffirmed our investment to evolve
and continue support for our replacement Cisco PGW and ITP
products with a clear roadmap showing how they allow operators
to migrate and deliver services in tomorrow’s NGN, IMS and 4G
networks.
Our experience in helping clients through Cisco migrations,
including deployments for Digicel, Globalstar and Ovnicom has
helped us to develop and refine processes aimed at providing
seamless migrations focussed on minimal disruption, future
proofing and zero loss of services.
XML mapping and the converting of your existing Cisco configs
to our replacement SVI products mean that your team can easily
familiarise themselves with our SVI setups, rationalisation of
system configurations can take place where necessary, and an
accurate time-frame to migration can be established.

“In today’s climate, it’s essential that operators are able to support
existing clients whilst at the same time be in a position to launch
new services, take advantage of new technologies knowing they
have long term support from their vendor and committed product
roadmaps. Squire Technologies product range, flexibility and
commitment to our clients delivers this.”
Simon Dinnage, Business Development Director
at Squire Technologies.
www.squire-technologies.co.uk
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Understanding Your Requirements

Project Planning

Installation & Commissioning

Post Installation

We’ll work with you to understand what
services you are delivering and how you’re
using the product(s) in your network so we
can match functionality and capacity with our
replacement SVI products...

Drawing from the initial requirements
gathering stage we will agree with your
network team a plan of action for the
migration of existing services and rollout into
your network of the SVI product.

As defined in the Project Plan the agreed
piece-by-piece migration plan will be used to
move traffic across to the newly integrated
product, insuring there is no drop in service.

At Squire Technologies our network products
are backed by ten years experience and a
commitment to customer service and support.

We will provide a combination of onsite and
remote installation:

 TRAINING:
Customised training packages will be
arranged by your dedicated Squire
Technologies account manager and can be
provided onsite, at our UK headquarters, or
alternatively can be delivered remotely.

Study your existing Cisco configuration files
Observe traffic traces
Meet with your network experts
Understand existing services that need to be
replicated such as wholesale traffic, number
portability, lawful interception etc.
 Discuss if existing services or network design
can be rationalised
 Discuss your long term objectives including
rollout of new services/support for NGN, IMS
and 4G technologies
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 Agree key project milestone dates between
parties
 Zero drop in your existing provision of
services

 ONSITE: Provides a fully qualified Squire
Technologies engineer who will meet with
your network team and assist with the
configuration, installation and interconnect
testing of the Squire Technologies product.
 REMOTE: All of our products can be
controlled and monitored remotely over
IP. This allows us to provide dedicated
installation and commissioning support.

 ONGOING SUPPORT:
Squire Technologies provides a range of
post-sales support packages to meet client’s
requirements and needs. The support
packages range from UK office support
hours through to 24/7 365 days a year.
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Migration Issues & Considerations

Implementation Planning
It would be pertinent at this stage to state that there are subtle
differences in approach depending on whether you’re migrating
an STP or MGC product. STP’s can essentially be thought of as
complex routers, often handling high volumes of SS7 signalling
with potentially complex routing and monitoring, whereas MGC’s
deliver both signalling and voice/data across SS7 and VoIP
networks and by virtue of thier function typically implement a
number of services.

Migration of key components at the core of your voice and data
network with all the associated services and SLA considerations
requires careful planning. Typically these network components
have been in place for years and have grown and evolved to
meet your shifting requirements and demands. A migration of
this nature provides an excellent opportunity for rationalization
and improvement of your existing systems, and here at Squire
Technologies we have worked with many clients to deliver them
tangible cost savings typically through reductions in complexity.
As with any detailed migration project the resulting implementation
plan will inevitably depend on the resources you have available
and the timeframe for deployment. Our experience is that there’s
a number of key stages that every migration must undertake
upfront and then we are able to work to see what implementation
packages are undertaken by the client themselves, and what is
resourced by Squire Technologies.
www.squire-technologies.co.uk

In both cases the key to successful migrations is the creation of
a test environment. In some cases this may take the form of an 5
isolated test lab but in most cases involves deploying the new
SVI-xxx product and attaching test interconnects.
In many cases clients are in need of a degree of rationalisation
of systems that have been in place for some years and had their
fare share of ‘piece-meal’ bolt-ons and tweaks. This is where all
our experience in signalling, and the refinement of our migration
process can help. A specially developed XML mapping process
converts your existing Cisco product configs to the new SVI
configs whilst retaining the essence of the Cisco configuration
concept. This in turn helps your team to familiarise themselves
with the new setup, allows for rationalisation and improvements,
and provides an accurate timeframe to migration.
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“We considered many different providers for the Media Gateway
Controller, including Cisco themselves with their PGW range. We
found that the SVI-MGC of Squire was the most cost effective
and crucially, an easy to implement solution.”

“What impressed us with the Squire Technologies STP product
was not only could it replace our existing infrastructure but it
will allow us to support Next Generation and 4G / IMS based
signalling going forward.”

Marko Miletic | Group Director at Voice Services

Prashant Singh, Global Head of Core Services, Digicel Group.

“We needed a solution that could take us forward while being
completely compatible with the rest of our infrastructure,” said
Kevin Wormington, VP, Operations, of Missouri Telecom. “The
option to trial the product before payment allowed us to reduce
our risk to zero and ensures our Return-On-Investment.

“We are extremely pleased to embark on this new relationship
with Squire,” said Tim Calamari, Director of IT and Network
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Planning for Globalstar. Mr. Calamari added, “They proved to be
a one-stop shop able to meet all our requirements for signalling
and media convergence, by offering us integrated gateway
products and replacing our signal transfer points.”

Kevin Wormington, VP, Operations, of Missouri Telecom.
Tim Calamari, Director of IT and Network Planning for Globalstar.

“Extending the lifetime of our Cisco gateways was a distinct
advantage. The media gateway controller meant we could
terminate our SS7 without the significant cost of upgrading
hardware and support.”
Weltje Hardi | Project Manager at Atlasat
www.squire-technologies.co.uk

“We deployed Squire Technologies Signalling Controller in 2011
and since then it has worked just like a Swiss Watch”
Pedro Cordovez CEO of Panamanian Service Provider Ovnicom.
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For more information on our replacement PGW & ITP products and Cisco Migration Management
Call our team direct on +44 (0)1305 757314
Email us at enquiries@squire-technologies.com
Visit our website at: http://www.squire-technologies.co.uk/
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Squeezing more from IMS, NGN and Legacy Networks

the signalling specialists to the telecoms industry
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Squire Technologies
www.squire-technologies.co.uk
64 High West Street
Dorchester, Dorset. DT1 1XA
United Kingdom
Tel:
Fax:
Email:

+44 (0)1305 757 314
+44 (0)1305 757 309
enquiries@squire-technologies.co.uk
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Follow us on LinkedIn

Follow us on Twitter

